What is an orchidometer?

An orchidometer is a medical instrument that can be used to accurately measure volume and determine the size of the testicle. The cutout sizes are compared with the testicle of the patient using the volume that matches most closely in size. In the absence of varicoceles, the right and left testes are approximately equal in size. Pre-pubertal sizes are 1-3 cc, pubertal sizes are considered 4 cc and up and adult sizes are 12-25 cc.

Why do we need to measure?

To provide a patient with a symmetrical, natural appearance in the scrotum, it is important to closely match the size of the existing teste. This can be accomplished by determining the size of the existing teste using an orchidometer.

Instructions for use

Gently pull the scrotal tissue taut around the existing teste. Place the sizer over the teste to assess the size that most closely resembles the current testicular size.
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